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This paper examines circumstances under which subjectivity enhances the ef-
fectiveness of inductive reasoning. We consider agents facing a data-generating
process who are characterized by inference rules that may be purely objective (or
data-based) or may incorporate subjective considerations. Agents who invoke no
subjective considerations are doomed to ineffective learning. The analysis places
no computational or memory limitations on the agents: the role for subjectivity
emerges in the presence of unlimited reasoning powers.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Inductive inference
Inductive inference is the art of selecting theories based on observations. It is at the
heart of scientiﬁc and statistical research, as well as much of everyday reasoning. The
economist who engages in model selection to explain data, the investor who seeks
trends in the behavior of ﬁnancial markets, and the executive who plans her next mar-
keting campaign all share the same question: Given what I have seen, which rule (or
“theory” or “model”) should I use to predict future observations?
A ﬁrst fundamental principle is that one should consider only theories that have not
been refuted by the data. But how should people choose among the theories that best
match the data?
People typically bring subjective criteria to bear in making this choice, tending to
select theories that seem a priori reasonable, intuitive, simple, elegant, or familiar, or
that satisfy a variety of other considerations. Why does such subjective reasoning per-
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must exercise judgement when deciding which variables to include in a model, which
signiﬁcance level to choose, and so forth. But should we not strive to be as objective as
possible?
This paper addresses these questions. We explain how and why subjective criteria
are essential to effective reasoning. We conclude that inference cannot effectively be
based on objective arguments alone: simply observing that one theory ﬁts the data bet-
ter than another is not sufﬁcient to prefer the former to the latter. Instead, one must
also argue that the candidate theory fares well in terms of consistently applied subjec-
tive auxiliary criteria.
1.2 Objectivity and subjectivity
We consider an agent who faces a sequence of prediction problems. In each period, she
observes an input and must predict the value of an output. To make her prediction, the
agent selects a theory, which speciﬁes a distribution over possible predictions, given the
history of past inputs and outputs.
The agent’s choice of a theory in each period is made according to a preference re-
lation over theories. We are interested in the degree of objectivity of such criteria, as
deﬁned by the degree to which they depend on data, that is, on the history of past in-
puts and outputs. We say that the agent’s preference over theories is (purely) objective if
it depends only on the conditional probabilities of past observations given theories. For
example, if theories are ranked according to the likelihood function, the agent’s pref-
erences are objective. However, one may choose to maximize other functions of the
conditional probabilities, such as the minimal probability assigned by a theory to the
observations encountered, and the resulting preference is also objective according to
our deﬁnition.
We say that the agent’s preference over theories is (purely) subjective if it is inde-
pendent of the data. Subjective criteria for ranking theories include a preference for
simplicity and a preference for intuitive explanations. A Bayesian approach that assigns
prior probabilities to theories also deﬁnes a subjective criterion. When a Bayesian prior
is updated in response to accumulating observations, it deﬁnes a criterion that is partly
subjective and partly objective.
One might think of other distinctions between objective and subjective. Our notion
ofobjectivitydoesnotspecifywhichfunctionisappliedtoconditionalprobabilities,and
it thus leaves room for the agent’s subjective discretion. Alternatively, one may attempt
to ﬁnd some objectivity in history-independent criteria, such as in agreement on the
concept of simplicity, or optimality of a prior belief. However, for our purposes, objec-
tivity is deﬁned by dependence on conditional probabilities alone, and subjectivity is
deﬁned by independence of history.
To consider an example, suppose that the agent observes the sequence 1 2 4 8 and
is asked to predict the next observation. Clearly, the deterministic theory that predicts
the observation f(n)= 2n−1 at period n ﬁts the data perfectly well and predicts that the
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also provides a perfect match to the ﬁrst four observations, but predicts the number 7.
We say that, based on objective criteria alone, one cannot distinguish between f and g.
If one prefers f to g based on the relative simplicity of the former, we refer to this as
applying a subjective criterion, because the judgement that f is simpler than g can be
made before any data are observed and does not change with additional observations.
Putting these criteria together, the choice of the simplest theory that matches the data
is considered to be a combination of a subjective and an objective criterion.
1.3 Results
Our model of inductive inference leads to three conclusions.
• There is no reason to view subjective aspects of inductive inference as shortcom-
ingsthatpush usawayfromagoalofbeingasobjectiveaspossible. Instead, effec-
tiveinductionrequiressubjectivity. Inductiveinferencebasedonobjectivecriteria
alone is bound to fail, while incorporating subjective criteria alongside objective
ones can lead to successful learning. Indeed, effective learning requires a willing-
ness to sacriﬁce goodness-of-ﬁt in return for enhanced subjective appeal.
• Not all subjective criteria are created equal: a subjective criterion necessarily is ef-
fective if and only if it discriminates between theories sufﬁciently ﬁnely, in a sense
we make precise below. Within this class, however, the content of the subjective
criterion is much less important. A wide variety of criteria can lead to effective
learning.
• Induction is effective if goodness-of-ﬁt and subjective considerations are bal-
anced so as to produce some stability in the theories used to predict future ob-
servations.
We begin in Section 3 with a simple deterministic model that conveys the basic
point. Supplementing (objective) likelihood considerations with the consistent appli-
cation of a subjective ranking of theories dominates relying on objective criteria alone.
This result rests on a simple enumeration argument: the subjective reasoner eliminates
incorrect theories until she gets to the correct one, thereafter predicting the environ-
ment with precision. In contrast, an agent who seeks only to maximize likelihood may
never settle on the correct theory, being ultimately doomed to predict no better than
chance.
Section 4 extends the results to more realistic settings in which the world about
which the agent reasons is random rather than deterministic. Our result that the agent
cannotsimplyrelyongoodness-of-ﬁtcomparisonsisstrengthenedinthisenvironment.
Itisanoptimalstrategyfortheagenttoregularlyrejecttheoriesthatprovidesuperior ﬁts
in favor of less successful but subjectively more appealing ones, for much the same rea-
sons that statisticians prefer simpler models and scientists prefer more parsimonious
theories so as to avoid the dangers of overﬁtting their data. To ensure this subjective
strategy is successful, however, it must be coupled with a preference for stability. The186 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
agentthusembracesatheorythatpromisesenhancedexplanatorypoweronlyifitissuf-
ﬁciently subjectively appealing and has provided a sufﬁciently good ﬁt for a sufﬁciently
long time.
Section 5 discusses extensions and qualiﬁcations of our analysis.
This paper complements a vast body of literature in statistics and machine learning
that deals with statistical learning.1 In contrast to this literature, we are interested in op-
timal learning without assuming that there is an underlying probability law from which
thelearnercansampleinanindependentandidenticallydistributed(i.i.d.) manner. In-
stead, our main concern is the learning of a pattern that has been selected once and for
all at the beginning of time. For example, while statistical learning might be concerned
with prediction of the weather on a given day, assuming that it follows an i.i.d. distri-
bution, our main concern is to determine whether global warming is underway. We are
thus interested in a learning problem that is nontrivial even for deterministic processes.
2. The model
We consider a repeated prediction problem. In each period 0 1    , an agent is called
on to predict an observation from the set {0 1}. The agent receives a stage payoff of 1 for
a correct prediction and 0 for an incorrect one. The agent’s objective is to maximize the
long-run average of her expected stage payoffs.2
The observations are produced by a data-generating process, which is a function
from histories into current observations. The agent’s prediction problem would be triv-
ial if she knew the data-generating process. We assume she does not, giving rise to a
decision problem under uncertainty, where the states of the world correspond to the
possible data-generating processes.
The agent makes her prediction with the help of theories. A theory, like the data-
generating process, is afunctionfromallconceivablehistoriestopredictions. Theagent
has a history-dependent preference relation over theories. In each period, she uses this
preference relation to select a theory, which we interpret as her preferred explanation
for the history she has observed, and which she then uses to make her prediction. This
paper studies the basic problem facing the agent, which is to choose the preference re-
lation over theories that induces her to make payoff-maximizing predictions.
2.1 Observations
At the beginning of each period n ∈{ 0 1    }, the agent observes a proﬁle of variables
xn = (x1
n     xm
n ) ∈{ 0 1}m ≡ X. The agent then predicts the value of another variable,
yn ∈{ 0 1}, to be revealed at the end of period n. We ﬁx a sequence {xn}n≥0 and conduct
1For example, the Vapnik–Chervonenkis theory (Vapnik 1998, Vapnik and Chervonenkis 1971), recently
applied to decision theory by Al-Najjar (2009), deals with the rate at which one can simultaneously learn
the probabilities of multiple events.
2An obvious alternative is to consider the discounted sum of expected payoffs. We can obtain approxi-
mate versions of our results under this payoff criterion, provided that the agent is sufﬁciently patient.Theoretical Economics 7 (2012) Subjectivity in inductive inference 187
D Set of data-generating processes (⊂[ 0 1]H).
D0 Set of deterministic data-generating processes (i.e., with outputs {0 1}).
DT
0 Set of Turing machines with inputs H and outputs {0 1}.
DH
0 Set of Turing machines in DT
0 that halt for all h ∈ H.
DB
0 Set of Turing machines in DT
0 with bounded halting time.
Dε Set of data-generating processes with outputs {ε 1−ε}.
Figure 1. Data-generating processes. In each case, “set of Turing machines...” should be read
“set of data-generating process that can be implemented by a Turing machine....”
the discussion relative to this sequence, without specifying the process that generated
it.3 Indeed, one could simplify the notation by eliminating the xn from the model alto-
gether, but we ﬁnd them helpful for interpretations.
A history of length n ≥ 0 is a sequence hn = ((x0 y0)     (xn−1 yn−1) xn).T h es e to f
all histories of length n is denoted by Hn = (X ×{ 0 1})n × X. The set of all histories is
H =
 
n≥0Hn,w i t hh denoting an element of H.
2.2 The data-generating process
A data-generating process is a function d:H →[ 0 1],w i t hd(hn) being the probability
that yn = 1 given history hn.W el e tD be the set of possible data-generating processes,
and hence D ⊂[ 0 1]H. We are often interested in problems in which the set of possible
data-generating processes is a strict subset of [0 1]H. For example, we initially consider
the set {d ∈[ 0 1]H | d(h)∈{ 0 1}∀ h ∈ H}≡D0 of all deterministic data-generating pro-
cesses.
In the course of our discussion, we consider several possibilities for the set D.I n
particular, we are especially interested in cases in which D is a subset of the set of data-
generating processes considered possible by the agent, or (equivalently, in our view)
that the agent is capable of conceiving or understanding. We do this not because we
are convinced the agent can understand anything that might occur in Nature, but be-
cause learning will be a hopeless task if the data-generating process lies outside the set
considered possible by the agent. Since our argument is that objective criteria may not
sufﬁce for learning, we focus on a setting in which learning is possible. It is useful for
future reference to collect the notation for the various sets of data-generating processes
in Figure 1.
2.3 Predictions
The agent uses theories to make her predictions. A theory is a function t :H →[ 0 1],
and hence is simply a candidate data-generating function. Which theory the agent uses
depends on the history she has observed. This history may tell her that some theories
3None of our results depends on the characteristics of this data-generating process or on realizations of
the data having particular properties. In a more general model, some of these variables might be deter-
mined by the agent, who might decide to perform experiments and test various theories. Our focus in this
paper is on learning without experimentation.188 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
are obviously inapplicable, while suggesting that others are relatively likely to generate
correct predictions.
The basic characteristic of an agent is a collection of relations { h ⊂ D × D |
h ∈ H}≡  that captures the link between histories and theories. Having reached pe-
riod n a n do b s e r v e dh i s t o r yhn,t h ea g e n tu s e s hn to select a theory thn from the set D.4
The agent then uses the theory thn to predict the period-n value yn given history hn.I f
thn(hn)>0 5, the agent predicts yn = 1.S h ep r e d i c t syn = 0 if thn(hn)<0 5, and predicts
0 and 1 with equal probability if thn(hn) = 0 5.
We assume that, for every h,  h is complete and transitive, and that it has maximal
elements. We deﬁne
Bh ={ t ∈ D | t  ht  ∀t  ∈ D}
to be the set of “best” theories in the eyes of the agent (characterized by  h)f a c e dw i t h
history h.
Ourinterestthuscentersontherelation . Whichspeciﬁcationsof allowtheagent
to earn high payoffs?
2.4 Payoffs
Given a history hn, data-generating process d,a n dt h e o r ythn, the probability the next
(period-n) prediction is correct is




1thn(hn)<0 5 + 1
21thn(hn)=0 5 
Intuitively, given a data-generating process d and a set of theory-selection relations  ,
we want to take the long-term payoff to the agent to be the limit of the average expected












where the expectation E captures the randomness over the histories generated by d and
the randomness in selecting theories under  . However, this limit need not exist. Let
 :[0 1]∞ →[ 0 1] be a Banach limit deﬁned on the set of an inﬁnite sequence of num-
bers in [0 1].T h e nw el e tt h ea g e n t ’ sp a y o f f (d  ), when facing data-generating pro-
cess d andusingrelation   tochoosetheories,begivenbytheBanachlimitoftheresult-
ing sequence of expected values from (1). The key property of Banach limits we need is
4Assuming that the set of data-generating processes D is also the set of theories to which the agent
appeals when making predictions gives rise to a relatively favorable environment for prediction. It rules
out cases in which the agent cannot conceive of some possible data-generating processes (e.g., the agent
chooses from a subset of D), in which case effective prediction might well be impossible a priori. Since
most of our results are obtained for each possible data-generating process in D, no loss of generality is im-
plied by assuming that this set is at least as large as the set considered by the agent. Sections 5.1 and 5.2
examine the implications of allowing the agent’s set of possible theories to differ from the set D of possible























and any payoff criterion with this property sufﬁces for our results.
2.5 The likelihood relation
The most common objective criterion for theory selection is the likelihood relation,
ranking theories according to their ﬁt to the data.5 Formally, deﬁne the likelihood of








Then the likelihood relation  L ranks theories after any history h by their likelihood:
∀h ∈ H  t L
h t  ⇐⇒ L(t h) ≥ L(t  h) 




to two equivalence classes. All theories that perfectly ﬁt the data are equivalent, having
L(t h) = 1, and they are all preferred to all theories that have been refuted by the data,
where the latter are also equivalent to each other and satisfy L(t h) = 0.
3. Deterministic data processes:S ubjectivity in inductive inference
This section uses an elementary deterministic model to show how subjective criteria
can be useful in inductive inference. The key restriction in the model is contained in
the following assumption, which puts some structure on the data-generating processes.
Its ﬁrst two parts require the set of data-generating processes to be simple enough to
be learned; the ﬁnal part requires it to be rich enough to describe any possible ﬁnite
sequence of observations. The latter is intended to rule out trivial cases in which a ﬁnite
set of observations sufﬁces to single out a unique theory, i.e., cases where the problem
of induction does not arise.
Assumption 1.
(i) D ⊂ D0, the set of deterministic data-generating processes.
5We focus throughout on the likelihood relation, but analogous results and proofs hold for any objective
relation. In particular, no matter what objective relation is used to cull theories, a sufﬁciently rich set of
data-generating processes includes some survivors predicting a 0 as the next observation and other sur-
vivors predicting a 1. At this point, the objective relation has exhausted its implications, dooming the agent
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(ii) D is countable.
(iii) For every history h ∈ H,t h e r ee x i s t sd ∈ D such that L(d h) = 1.
Given Assumption 1(i), the remaining requirements are satisﬁed if (for example) D
is the set DH
0 of all Turing machines that generate functions d ∈ D0 (i.e., DH
0 is the set of
Turing machines that accept elements of the set H as inputs, halt, and produce outputs
from the set {0 1}). The countability restriction is discussed and relaxed in Section 5.1
below.
3.1 Applying the likelihood relation
We now consider the performance of an agent who consistently applies the likelihood
relation  L as a guide to making predictions, but applies no other criteria.
First, note that the agent’s choice of theory when using an arbitrary relation   and
following history h is unambiguous if Bh is a singleton, but this may often fail to be the
case. What does the agent do if there are a number of theories in Bh? We assume that
the agent treats the various best theories symmetrically, in the sense that she makes a
choice that wherever possible exhibits no bias for theories that predict 0 versus theories
that predict 1 in the next observation.
To make this assumption precise, notice that if D is the set DT
0 (of all Turing ma-
chines that generate functions d ∈ D0)o rDH
0 (of all Turing machines that do so and
halt), then for any history of observations h and for every data-generating process d in
D consistent with h, there is another data-generating process in D that is also consis-
tent with h, but whose subsequent datum is precisely the opposite of d, generating a
0w h e n e v e rd produces a 1 and vice versa. As a result, the sets {t ∈ Bh | t(h)= 0} and
{t ∈ Bh | t(h)= 1} not only are nonempty, but are symmetric in their treatment of the
nextobservation. Theobviousimplementationofourunbiased-choiceprovisionisthen
described as follows.6








{t ∈ Bh | t(h)>0 5}
 
whenever
{t ∈ Bh | t(h)<0 5} {t ∈ Bh | t(h)>0 5}  =∅ 
6A less demanding version of Assumption 2 assumes only that μBh
({t ∈ Bh | t(h) < 0 5}) and
μBh
({t ∈ Bh | t(h)>0 5}) are both positive when both sets are nonempty. Assumption 2 is used in Propo-
sitions 1, 4, 5, and 9. In each case, the role of Assumption 2 is to place a bound on the performance of
the likelihood relation. The virtue of Assumption 2 is that it makes this bound particularly simple to state
and establish. We could establish analogous but more cumbersome results with the weaker version. The
likelihood ratio might then generate a payoff greater than 1/2 for some data-generating processes, but only
at the cost of generating smaller payoffs for other data-generating processes, and the subjective relation
would continue to dominate the likelihood relation.Theoretical Economics 7 (2012) Subjectivity in inductive inference 191
We then have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then  (d  L) = 1
2.
The proof, contained in the Appendix, is built on the following observations. There
are always many theories consistent with whatever data the agent has observed. In par-
ticular, after every history, the set of unfalsiﬁed theories available to the agent contains
theories that predict a 0 as well as theories that predict a 1, and leave the agent with no
means of choosing between the two sets of theories. The agent’s choice is thus random,
ensuring a long-run payoff of 1/2. Without some means of eliminating theories, the
agent can thus never predict better than chance. Unfortunately, the data alone provide
no possibilities for such elimination.
3.2 The subjective relation
We now consider an agent who brings subjective criteria to bear in choosing between
theories. To deﬁne such a theory-selection procedure, we begin with a subjective order
 S⊂ D×D.7 Observe that it is deﬁned a priori, independently of history. We require  S
to be complete and transitive. In addition, we say that  S is a discriminating subjective
order if
#{t  ∈ D | t   S t} < ∞∀ t ∈ D  (2)
Condition (2) has two important implications. Most obviously, it ensures that the
subjective order’s indifference classes are not too large. The problem with the likelihood
relationisthatitleavestheagentwithtoomanyindifferences,inthesensethattheagent
is stuck choosing among too many theories that ﬁt the data. The subjective order helps
selectbetweensuchindifferenttheories,butiseffectiveonlyifitdoesagoodenoughjob
of breaking indifferences. In the absence of condition (2), for example, the deﬁnition of
a subjective order is consistent with the trivial order  S= D × D, according to which
no theory is ranked ahead of another, giving the agent absolutely no help in choosing
between theories. More generally, (2) rules out cases in which the subjective order is
permissive enough to allow for inﬁnitely many strategies to be grouped in a single in-
difference class. However, (2) does much more than simply limit indifference classes, as
we make clear in Section 3.3.
One natural way to ensure that (2) holds is to enumerate D and set ti  S ti+1 for
every i ≥ 1. Our condition is less demanding and allows for nonsingleton equiva-
lence classes of order ∼S, but not for inﬁnite ones. Nonetheless, under the assumption
that D is countable, discriminating subjective orders are closely related to enumera-
tions of D. Speciﬁcally, for every discriminating order  S there exists an enumeration
D ={ t1 t2    }suchthatti  S ti+1,withstrictpreference S occurringforinﬁnitelymany
7In an effort to keep things straight, we use   to denote a relation by which the agent chooses theo-
ries and use   to denote a subjective order over theories. We similarly associate the label “relation” with
the former and “order” with the latter (though they have the same properties, i.e., each is complete and
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i’s. Alternatively,  S is a discriminating subjective order if and only if it can be repre-
sented by a function C :D → N such that8
t  S t  ⇐⇒ C(t)≤ C(t ) (3)
and
|C−1(k)| < ∞∀ k ∈ N  (4)
Given a subjective order  S, we deﬁne the associated subjective relation  LS for
choosing theories as
∀h ∈ H  t LS





h t  and t  S t } 
(5)
The relation  LS thus uses the subjective order  S to choose among those theories with
the highest likelihood. The likelihood and subjective relations  L and  LS agree in
that they choose only theories with maximal likelihoods, with the likelihood relation
being indifferent over such theories and the subjective relation providing the criterion
for making this choice.
A discriminating subjective order may still frequently render the agent indifferent
over many theories. The following result does not depend on how these indifferences
are broken, and hence requires no counterpart of Assumption 2.
Proposition 2. Let Assumption 1 hold. For every discriminating subjective order  S
and every d ∈ D,  (d  LS) = 1. Hence, for a discriminating subjective order  S,t h ei n -
duced subjective relation  LS strictly dominates the likelihood relation  L.
Theagentbeginsthepredictionprocesswithnodataand,accordingly,choosesfrom
the ﬁrst indifference class in her subjective order. This indifference class may not be a
singleton, and she may shift among the theories in the class as data accumulate, even
if none is falsiﬁed. However, the only event that pushes her outside this indifference
class is for each of its elements to be falsiﬁed by the data. Moreover, this ﬁrst indiffer-
ence class is ﬁnite. If it contains the actual data-generating process, the agent is never
pushed out of this class, and eventually is limited to a collection of theories that are
observationally equivalent to the data-generating process, ensuring correct predictions.
Alternatively, if this indifference class contains neither the actual data-generating pro-
cess nor any observationally equivalent process, the agent eventually is pushed into her
second indifference class. Here, we can repeat the same reasoning, continuing until the
agent settles on a theory that makes correct predictions.
8While there are obviously many different enumerations of D, and hence many functions C with their
inducedorders  S,theycannotbetoodifferentinthefollowingsense. Let C1 andC2 betwosuchfunctions.
Then, for every k,t h e r ee x i s t sl = l(k) such that C1(t) > l implies C2(t) > k. That is, a theory that has a
sufﬁciently high index according to C1 also has a high index according to C2.Theoretical Economics 7 (2012) Subjectivity in inductive inference 193
3.3 Which subjective relations work?
3.3.1 Exploitation and exploration What makes the subjective relation work and what
stymies the likelihood relation? The subjective relation allows effective prediction be-
cause it embodies the principles of “exploitation and exploration.” The agent exploits
theories that have worked by sticking with them, while effectively exploring new theo-
ries when necessary. The persistent appeal to the agents’ subjective order—whatever
that order might be—ensures that a theory that ﬁts the data is not abandoned, while
the enumeration provided by the order ensures that the agent “tries out” all theories
(as long as a perfect ﬁt has not been found). The likelihood relation’s lack of the ﬁrst
characteristic dooms its adherents to randomness.
3.3.2 Two examples The assumption that the subjective order is discriminating plays
a role in ensuring both exploration and exploitation. We illustrate with two examples.
Example 1. Consider a subjective order that ranks any theory that predicts an initial
0 in a single indifference class that comes ahead of all others, and then enumerates
the remaining theories and (strictly) ranks them accordingly. Suppose the actual data-
generating process produces a 0 in the ﬁrst period. Then the agent never is pushed
beyond her ﬁrst indifference class. In addition, the subjective relation provides no guid-
ance as to how the agent should choose from this topmost indifference class, leaving
the agent in the same random-choice predicament as does the likelihood relation. In
this case, the subjective order does not ensure adequate exploitation. The most obvious
purpose of (2), noted just after its introduction, is to preclude such cases. ♦
Example 2. Suppose the subjective order is based on a lexicographic accounting of 1’s.
Theory t is ranked ahead of t  if t predicts a 1 in the ﬁrst period and t  predicts a 0. If
they make the same ﬁrst-period prediction, then t is ranked ahead of t  if t predicts a 1
in the second period and t  predicts a 0. If they make the same predictions in the ﬁrst
two periods, then t is ranked ahead of t  if t predicts a 1 in the third period and t  pre-
dicts a 0, and so on. No two theories are indifferent under this order, so that exploiting a
theory corresponding to the actual data-generating process, once one has reached it, is
assured. Suppose, however, the data-generating process produces a perpetual string of
0’s. The theory that corresponds to this outcome ranks below every other possible the-
ory. The agent never reaches this theory and, indeed, predicts a 1 in every period, earn-
ing a payoff of 0 that makes random choice look inspired. In this case, it is exploration
that is lacking. The second key aspect of (2) is to preclude such possibilities. For every
possible theory, there are only ﬁnitely many preferred theories under  S, ensuring that
exploration guided by  S eventually hits on the data-generating process (or something
observationally equivalent), at which point this theory is effectively exploited. ♦
3.3.3 An inertial likelihood relation Suppose we build more effective exploitation into
the likelihood relation by assuming that agents do not abandon a theory until they re-
ceive evidence of its falsity. In particular, the proof of Proposition 1 shows that an agent
guidedbythelikelihoodrelationfaltersbecauseevery periodthereis amultitudeofthe-
ories with perfect likelihood scores, including the truth and a host of imposters. The194 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
agent’s arbitrary choice from this set implies that even if she hits on the truth, she soon
abandons it in favor of another seemingly equivalent theory. Does it not sufﬁce to as-
sume that the agent sticks to something that has worked in the past?
The phenomenon of inertia, i.e., a preference for the status quo, is familiar from ca-
sual observations as well as from psychological studies. Kuhn (1996) argues that scien-
tists tend to cling to old theories rather than adopt those theories that ﬁt the data best.
More recently, we see traces of inertia in the status quo preference used in behavioral
economics. Indeed, we might think of inertia as another subjective consideration used
to supplement the likelihood relation.
To see whether inertia sufﬁces for effective learning, we deﬁne the inertial relation
as thatwhichselectsthetheorychosenin theprevious period ifthelattermaximizes the
likelihood function, and otherwise chooses as does the likelihood relation. Formally,
deﬁne  LI for all n>1 as
∀h ∈ H  t LI




{L(t h) > L(t  h)}
or {L(t h) = L(t  h)and t = tn−1}
or {L(t h) = L(t  h)and t t   = tn−1} 
with t ∼LI
h0 t  for all t t , so that in the absence of any evidence, all theories are equally
likely.
The following example shows that inertia alone does not sufﬁce to ensure effective
learning.
Example 3. LetD consist of the set of deterministic theories
D ={ y ∈{ 0 1}N |∃ n ≥ 0 y(k)= 0 ∀k ≥ n} 
Thepossibledata-generatingprocessesarethusallthosethatgenerateonly0fromsome
point on. For example, the theories may be describing the availability of a random re-
source, which is known to be depletable, but whose date of ultimate exhaustion is un-
certain.
The agent chooses theories from a subset of D. Given history hn,l e t{thn n+k}∞
k=0 be
a collection of theories, with the theory thn n+k given by
thn n+k(hnhl) =
 
1 if l = k
0 otherwise.
(6)
Theory thn n+k thus predicts that history hn will be followed by k periods in which 0 is
observed, followed by a 1, and then followed by 0 forever.






2k+1 k = 0      (7)
Hence, given any history hn, the agent attaches positive probability only to continua-
tionsthatfeatureasingleobservationof1(andotherwiseall 0’s),withprobability1/2k+1
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selection rule, theories that predict a 0 on the next step are equally likely as theories that
predict a 1, in accordance with (2).
Suppose the data-generating process is such that yn = 0 for all n, and consider  LI
hn
for a history hn consisting of n 0’s. Given (6)a n d( 7),  LI
hn chooses a theory that predicts
a sequence of 0’s, until it is falsiﬁed when the theory predicts its lone 1. The probability
that the agent chooses a theory lasting k periods before being falsiﬁed is 1/2k+1.U p o n
having a theory falsiﬁed, the agent must choose a new theory, putting the agent in a
positionidenticaltothatoftheinitialperiodandgivingpayoffequaltotheagent’sinitial
payoff. The agent’s payoff is thus given by  (y0  LI) = 1
2.9 ♦
The difﬁculty in this example is that the selection rule over the various sets B
LI
hn
invariably ignores the correct theory. Exploitation is assured, but exploration is not.
Proposition(3)showsthatinertiacanbevaluable,ineffectservingasasafeguardagainst
the excessive ﬁckleness of random choice, if we also take steps to ensure effective explo-
ration.
Assumption 3. There exists a strictly positive measure λ on the countable set D such
that for any h ∈ H, μBh equals λ conditioned on Bh.
Under Assumption3,theagentchoosingatheoryattachespositiveprobabilitytoev-
e r yu n f a l s i ﬁ e dt h e o r yi nD. This ensures that the agent cannot assuredly avoid selecting
the data-generating process, as in Example 3.
Proposition 3. Under Assumptions 1 and 3, for all d ∈ D,  (d  LI
h ) = 1.
Behind this result lies the observation that, under Assumption 3,t h et h e o r y -
selection process is guaranteed to select the correct theory, d,a tl e a s to n c e . O n c ed
has been chosen, inertia ensures that it is not abandoned, and hence the optimal payoff
is obtained.
Observe that, in terms of our deﬁnitions, the inertial likelihood relation  LI is not
purely objective. Speciﬁcally, assume that one is given the conditional probabilities of
each possible observation given each theory, for every preﬁx of a history h. This in-
formation does not sufﬁce to determine the selection of the relation  LI:t h i sr e l a t i o n
9To calculate this payoff, let vt
k be the expected average payoff in the next t ≥ 1 p e r i o d s ,g i v e nt h a tt h e
















































but we also have v1
k = 1
2 for all k and hence vt
k = 1
2 for all k t;h e n c e
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gives priority to the theory that was chosen in the past, and this past selection is not de-
terministically implied by the data. Thus, we regard Proposition 3 to be consistent with
the message of this paper. Under Assumption 3,  LI leads to effective learning, but the
inertial tendency is a subjective consideration.
3.3.4 Bayesian reasoning If the set of conceivable data-generating processes is count-
able (cf. Assumption 1) and the agent has a strictly positive Bayesian prior over this set,
then the relation “has at least as high a prior as” can be viewed as a subjective order: it
is a weak order that is monotonically decreasing along an enumeration of the theories,
with ﬁnite equivalence classes. In other words, a Bayesian prior deﬁnes a subjective or-
der. Conversely, one may use a subjective relation to deﬁne a Bayesian prior: theories
ranked higher under the subjective order are considered to be more likely.
There is a continuum of priors that are consistent with a given subjective order.
These priors are all equivalent in our model, because we suggest that the agent choose
a most likely theory to generate the next prediction. By contrast, the Bayesian approach
constructs an expected prediction, using all possible theories. Either formulation gives
a limiting payoff of 1.
4. Random data-generating processes:L ikelihood trade-offs
The assumption that the data-generating process is deterministic (i.e., that d(h)∈{ 0 1}
for all h) is unrealistic. Worse still, it beclouds the interesting trade-off between likeli-
hood and subjective considerations in the choice of theories. So far, the choice of theo-
rieswasmadeamongthetheoriesthatﬁtthedataperfectly,andthussubjectiveidiosyn-
cracies involved no cost. But when random data-generating processes are introduced,
subjective considerations are no longer afree good, but impose a price in terms of likeli-
hood. Shouldtheagentbewillingtogiveupabetterﬁtforasubjectivelymoreappealing
theory, and if so, to what extent?
4.1 Uniform errors
To get some insight into this problem, we begin with a minimal modiﬁcation of our
benchmark model. Deﬁne, for ε ∈ (0 1/2),
Dε ={ d ∈[ 0 1]H | d(h)∈{ ε 1−ε}∀ h ∈ H} 
Thus, Dε can be thought of as the deterministic data-generating processes, D0,w i t ha n
error probability of ε added to the output.








In the presence of randomness, the likelihood function inevitably converges to zero for
any theory: its largest possible value in period n is (1 − ε)n, since the best any theoryTheoretical Economics 7 (2012) Subjectivity in inductive inference 197
log(1−ε)=θ(1) Maximum possible limiting value.




2) Value achieved by random choice.
Figure 2. Key values of the limiting average log-likelihood function (8).
can do is attach probability 1 − ε in each period to the outcome that happened to be
realized in that period. This convergence makes the likelihood an awkward standard for

















which does not converge to zero. We hereafter use “likelihood” to denote the average
log likelihood, given by (8).
Let us say that a theory is “correct” in period t if it predicts 1 with probability 1 − ε
and 1 occurs, or if it predicts 0 with probability 1−ε and 0 occurs. It is helpful to deﬁne
the function
θ(p) = plog(1−ε)+(1−p)logε 
Then θ(p) is the (average log) likelihood of a theory that has been correct for proportion
p of the time.
A theory that is correct in every period gives likelihood θ(1). This is the highest pos-
sible likelihood. The theory that corresponds to the data-generating process gives a lim-
iting likelihoodof θ(1−ε), and anagentwhoalwaysusesthedata-generatingprocessto
predict achieves payoff 1−ε.10 Predicting randomly gives likelihood θ(1
2) and payoff 1
2.
Figure 2 summarizes these observations.
The counterpart of Assumption 1 is now described as follows.
Assumption 4.
(i) D ⊂ Dε.
(ii) D is countable.
(iii) For every history h ∈ H,t h e r ee x i s t sd ∈ D such that l(d h)= θ(1).
Assumption 4(iii) indicates that for any ﬁnite stream of data, there is a theory that
would have been correct in every period. Ex post, one can rationalize anything.
10For large n, the likelihood is approximately (1 − ε)(1−ε)nεεn and the average log likelihood l(d h) con-
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4.2 Tolerance in learning
The agent could once again adopt a relation over theories that ﬁrst restricts attention
to likelihood-maximizing theories, such as the likelihood relation  L of Section 2.5 or
t h es u b j e c t i v er e l a t i o n LS of Section 3.2. In the random environment, this ensures that
the agent eventually excludes the data-generating process as a possible theory. In each
period, the realization may differ from the true theory’s prediction with probability ε.
Hence, the true theory eventually almost surely has a likelihood value lower than θ(1),
whereas there are always other theories with a likelihood value of θ(1). That is, insisting
on maximum-likelihood theories leads to constant theory hopping.
Thissuggeststhattheagent’slearningmightbemoreeffectiveifitincorporatessome
tolerance for inaccuracy. For any γ ∈[ 0 1], we say that a theory t is a “γ-best ﬁt” to the
data after history h if
l(t h)≥ θ(γ) 
The counterpart of the likelihood relation is then
∀h ∈ H  t 
L γ
h t  ⇐⇒ Lγ(t h) ≥ Lγ(t  h) 
where
Lγ(t h) = min{L(t h) θ(γ)} 
When working with D0, the likelihood relation  L separated theories into two classes:
those that predicted perfectly and those that did not. The key characteristic of the re-
lation  
L γ
h is that it allows us to group the theories that achieve a likelihood of at least
θ(γ) into a single equivalence class.
What would be a good value of γ? We suspect that we should set γ<1−ε, since any
value γ>1 − ε eventually surely excludes the true data-generating process. However,
simply relaxing the likelihood threshold to γ<1 − ε does not sufﬁce if one insists on
using the likelihood criterion alone to choose theories. The true theory is not ruled out,
but there is no guarantee that it is selected. An argument analogous to that establishing
Proposition 1 immediately provides the (omitted) proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Let Assumptions 2 and 4 hold. Then  (d  L γ) = 1
2.
Intuitively, whatever the value of γ, the agent has a wealth of theories with likeli-
hoods exceeding θ(γ) from which to choose. In the absence of another selection crite-
rion, the agent is doomed to random prediction.
Once the agent is willing to pay the price of less than maximum likelihood, she can
afford to use an additional subjective criterion in a meaningful way. Deﬁne
∀h ∈ H  t 
LS γ







h t  and t  S t } 
The agent thus uses the subjective order to choose among the γ-best ﬁts.Theoretical Economics 7 (2012) Subjectivity in inductive inference 199
Under the subjective relation, setting γ>1−ε again implies that the agent discards
the data-generating process as a possible theory and subsequently hops between im-
posters. The implications of this switching between strategies are now not completely
obvious. Theagentuses heresubjectivecriteria tochooseamongthe γ-best-ﬁttheories.
While the correct theory is not among them, it is not clear how well their predictions
are correlated with the true data-generating process. The following assumption ensures
that the top-rated theories in the subjective order are rich enough to contain theories
that predict 0 and theories that predict 1.









| t(hn) = ε} are nonempty.
It is not obvious that the subjective relation should have this property. If, for exam-
ple, we observe the pattern 00000, it may not be that one of the theories ranked high-
est by the subjective order will predict 1. However, when n is large, the actual data-
generating process has surely been discarded by the order  
LS γ
h and any theory that
amasses a likelihood above γ is surely a ﬂuke. As a result, it is not clear what a pri-
ori information, if any, should be brought to bear, in which case Assumption 5 may be
reasonable. The (omitted) proof of the following proposition is then immediate.
Proposition 5. Let Assumptions 2, 4(i) and (ii), and 5 hold. Let γ>1 − ε.T h e n
 (d  LS γ) = 1
2.
The key point is that setting γ>1 − ε forces the agent to abandon any theory that
sufﬁciently often predicts as does the true theory, in the process placing constraints on
the payoff of which the agent can be assured. Assumption 5 makes these constraints
precise, dooming the agent to random choice.
4.3 Stability in learning
One virtue of a subjective order in a deterministic environment is that it prevents the
agent from abandoning perfectly good theories. Setting γ<1 − ε ensures that the
data-generatingprocessis—atleasteventually—amongtheγ-bestﬁtsconsideredbythe
agent. Thisalone,however,doesnotensureeffectivelearning. Selectingthesubjectively
best of the γ-best ﬁts leaves open the possibility that the agent may switch back and
forth between theories, where, at each period, one of the theories provides a γ-best ﬁt,
but fails to predict correctly. This is possible if the subjective order selects theories that
tend to be wrong precisely when they are used for prediction, but “catch up” in terms of
the likelihood during periods in which they are not used for prediction. To see that this
learner’s nightmare might come true, consider the following example.
Example 4. Fix γ<( 1 − ε) and let d be the data-generating process. To simplify the
presentation, but without losing any generality, assume that d predicts 1 in each period
(with probability 1−ε).200 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
We construct k theories, denoted by t1     tk, which are ranked at the top of the
subjective order: t1  S t2  S ··· S tk and tk  S t  for all t  / ∈{ t1     tk}. The essential
feature of these theories is that any theory whose likelihood falls short of γ predicts 1
(thereby improving its likelihood). If some of the theories exhibit a likelihood above γ,
the one that ranks highest (under  S)p r e d i c t s0 and the others predict 1.11
In each period, at least k−1 of the theories (t1     tk) produces a prediction match-
ing that of d, and—if and only if some reach the appropriate likelihood threshold—one
of these theories will dissent. Let εn be the proportion of realized 0’s up to time n.T h e
collective number of correct predictions among the k theories (t1     tk) in history hn
thus is at least
[(1−εn)(k−1)]n 
where εn gets arbitrarily close to ε with arbitrarily large probability as n gets large.
Hence, a lower bound on the number of correct predictions among the k theories
(t1     tk) over periods 0     n−1 is given by
[(1−ε−δ)(k−1)]n
for some δ>0. We can choose n∗ sufﬁciently large that
δ<1
2((1−ε)−γ)
















(Since 1 − ε>γ ,s u c hak exists.) From (9), we see that the theories (t1     tk) must
have collectively amassed at least kγn correct predictions for any n>n ∗, ensuring that
at least one of them must have at least γn correct predictions, and hence a likelihood
of at least θ(γ). As a result, one of these theories is used for prediction in every period
n>n ∗ and, by deﬁnition, predicts that outcome that appears with probability ε under
the data-generating process d. Hence, the agent’s payoff converges to ε. ♦
11We can formally describe the theories by an algorithm. For n = 0, ti(h0) = 1 for all i ≤ k.F o r n>0,
given history hn,e v e r yti (i ≤ k) computes the predictions of all tj (j ≤ k, j = i included) for all subhistories
hm of hn (for all m<n ). By induction, this is a computable task. Next, each ti computes l(tj hn) for all
j ≤ k. If none of them has a likelihood l(tj hn) ≥ γ, ti predicts 1.O t h e r w i s e ,ti ﬁnds the best (under  S)
of the theories in {t1     tk} with l(tj hn) ≥ γ. If it is itself, it predicts 0;o t h e r w i s e ,i tp r e d i c t s1.O b s e r v e
that each theory {t1     tk} basically performs the same algorithm, which simulates the calculations of all
previous periods and halts by induction. The difference between the predictions of the different theories
in {t1     tk} arises only out of the very last step of the algorithm, in case some of them obtain a likelihood
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It is not important for this example that the theories (t1     tk) occupy the top k
places in the subjective order  S. We need only that other theories ranked ahead of any
of (t1     tk) are sufﬁciently different from d as to have likelihoods that eventually fall
(and remain) below those of (t1     tk).
The key to addressing this difﬁculty is to rely on theories that have been consistently
successful at explaining the data, rather than theories that boast a great likelihood only
at the present moment. Formally, let γ ≤ 1 − ε and k ≥ 1 be given. For a theory t and
history h ∈ Hn, n ≥ k,d e ﬁ n e







1 if l(t hj) ≥ θ(γ)
0 if l(t hj)<θ ( γ)
(where hj is the jth preﬁx of h). Next, deﬁne the relations  
LS γk
h for h ∈ H as
t  
LS γk
h t  ⇐⇒
 
[ γ k(t) >  γ k(t )]
or [ γ k(t) =  γ k(t ) and t  S t ] 
Thus, a maximizer of  
LS γk
h has to be a theory that has obtained an average log-
likelihoodofatleast θ(γ)asoftenaspossibleoverthepastconsecutive n−k+1 periods.
In particular, if there are several theories that obtained this likelihood threshold in each
of the past n−k+1 periods, the maximizer has to be the one that is ranked topmost by
the subjective order. If no theory has done as well as θ(γ) for n−k+1 periods (perhaps
because k>n ),  
LS γk
h selects the subjectively best ranked among those that achieved
at least θ(γ) for at least (n − k) periods out of the past (n − k + 1) periods. If no theory
h a sd o n ea sw e l la sθ(γ) for n − k out of the past n − k + 1 periods,  
LS γk
h selects the
subjectively best ranked among those that achieved at least θ(γ) for at least (n − k − 1)
periods out of the past (n−k+1) periods, and so forth.
Clearly, the choice of the parameters γ and k allows a wide range of relations
( 
LS γk
h ). What should be the values of γ and k, and how are they determined?12 In
particular, different values of ε call for different values of γ and k.
4.4 Optimal tolerance
Suppose ﬁrst that γ and k are selected a priori, either as a deliberate choice on the part
of the agent or as the result of an evolutionary process that favors effective values of
the tolerance for accuracy γ and the taste for stability k, at the expense of ineffective
values. How much inaccuracy should the reasoner be willing to tolerate? The critical
value 1 − ε builds sufﬁcient tolerance for inaccuracy into the agent’s choices so as to
ensure effective learning:
12Notice that it makes no sense to insist on stability if one sets γ>1 − ε, since we know that no theory
can long sustain a likelihood above 1−ε.202 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
Proposition 6. Under Assumption 4, for every discriminating subjective order  S and
for every d ∈ D,  (d  LS γk) → (1−ε) as γ   1−ε and k →∞.
We thus ﬁnd that, in the presence of randomness, augmenting the subjective order
with a preference for stability again enhances the agent’s payoff. The argument is quite
similar to that of Proposition 2. There are only ﬁnitely many theories ranked ahead of
the true data-generating process d under the discriminating subjective relation. Set-
ting γ<1 − ε ensures that likelihood considerations do not exclude d, while pushing γ
quite close to 1 − ε ensures that theories whose predictions are quite close to those of
d, but nonetheless different, are eventually excluded. Finally, as k becomes large, the
chances that one of the theories ranked ahead of d by the subjective order can predict
as well as d over any string of k periods becomes negligible. This ensures that the agent
eventually uses a theory other than d to make predictions only in extraordinarily rare
circumstances, giving the result.
We view this result as intuitive. We tend to trust experts who have always provided
good explanations more than experts who have sometimes provided good explanations.
Eveniftwoexpertsortheoriesreachthesamelevelofgoodness-of-ﬁtatpresent,abetter
history may well be a reason to prefer one over the other.
Observe that one cannot do away with the subjective order and rely on stability
alone. In the absence of the subjective order, for every history hn, there exists a the-
ory tn such that l(tn hj) = θ(1) for every j ≤ n. Such a theory maximizes the likelihood
function for each preﬁx of the history hn and, therefore, is chosen for prediction. Thus
the preference for stability alone does not provide a safeguard against overﬁtting the
data by choosing a theory post hoc.
4.5 Endogenously determined tolerance
Proposition 6 suggests that for effective decision making, the optimal tolerance level γ
must be large, but not too large. Can we expect the agent to simply be endowed with
the optimal level of tolerance? Such serendipity is not necessary. The agent’s decisions
provide the information required to ascertain an effective value of the tolerance level γ.
Proposition 7. Let Assumption 4 hold. For every discriminating subjective order  S,
there exists a relation  S∗, independent of ε,s u c ht h a t
(i) for every d ∈ D, we have  (d  S∗) = 1−ε
and
(ii) for every ε ∈ (0 1/2) and d ∈ D, almost surely (with respect to the measure over
histories induced by d), there exist sequences γn → 1 −ε and kn →∞such that for
any t t  ∈ D,
t  S∗
hn t  ⇐⇒ t  
LS γnkn
hn t  
Theideabehindthisresultisthattheagentcanadjustherlevelof γ inlightofherex-
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between theories. This switching can serve as a signal to the agent that she needs to
reduce γ. The relation  S∗ essentially adjusts γ in response to such signals until ﬁnding
the boundary at which higher values of γ lead to volatile theory choices. As the data
accumulate, this boundary level (almost surely) approaches 1 − ε.A te a c h s t e p o f t h e
process, the relation exploits the boundary level of γ much as would an agent who sets
the boundary value a priori and implements  LS γk.
The agent who implements  S∗ engages not only in learning, but also in meta-
learning. This agent selects theories that provide a γ-best ﬁt and that fare well under
the subjective order, but at the same time, she observes her own learning process and
learnsfromthisprocessitself. Speciﬁcally,theagentlooksatthechoicesshewouldhave
madeforvariouslevelsof γ andasks, “WhatcanIlearnfromthefactthatforsomelevels
of γ my learning process would have continued indeﬁnitely, whereas for others I would
have settled on a speciﬁc theory?” The fact that a certain level of γ does not let the agent
converge on a given theory is taken to be an indication that this level is too high.
4.6 More general error speciﬁcations
The arguments behind Propositions 6 and 7 make it clear that nothing depends on the
ﬁxed error rate ε.L e tD∗ be the set of data-generating processes with the property that,














d−(hn) = ρ 
where d+(hn) equals d(hn) if the latter exceeds 1/2 and is zero otherwise, d−(hn) is anal-
ogous for values of d(hn) less than 1/2, T+(h(n)) is the number of times theory d has
produced a prediction exceeding 1/2 on the history hn,a n dT−((n)) is analogous for
predictions less than 1/2. We are thus assuming that the average error rate in the data-
generating process, when predicting either 1 or 0, converges (though not necessarily to
the same limits). If this is not the case, there is no hope for the agent to identify the
appropriate error rates for effective learning. Then arguments analogous to those giv-
ing Proposition 7 allow us to establish that for every discriminating subjective order  S,
there exists a strategy  S∗ such that the agent’s limiting payoff in periods in which a
1 is predicted approaches ρ and the agent’s limiting payoff in periods in which a 0 is
predicted approaches ρ.
4.7 Smooth trade-offs
Our central result is that effective learning couples concerns about a theory’s likelihood
with an auxiliary subjective criterion. Studies of model selection in statistics and in204 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
machine learning often similarly suggest a trade-off between likelihood and simplic-
ity. Simplicity takes the place of our subjective order in these criteria, while our lexico-
graphic criterion is typically replaced by a smooth objective function.
The general form of these measures is
logL(t)−αC(t)  (10)
where C(t) is a “complexity function” (i.e., a function C :D → N that satisﬁes (4)), and
α is a constant that determines the relative weights placed on the likelihood and on the
complexity of the theory.13 Gilboa and Schmeidler (2010) offer an axiomatization of this
criterion.
We cannot apply (10), designed to evaluate theories given a ﬁxed set of data, directly
to our setting. As we note, the likelihood L(t) inevitably declines to zero and hence its
log decreases without bound as observations accumulate. This ensures that complex-
ity considerations or any other subjective considerations eventually play no role in the
analysis. We accordingly examine
l(t h)−αC(t)  (11)
ensuring that likelihood and complexity considerations remain on a common footing.14
We can draw a connection between smooth measures such as (11) and our lexico-
graphic criterion. Fix a complexity function C(t) and parameter α,a n dl e t α be the
resulting order over theories induced by (11). How does  α compare to  LS,w h e r et h e
latter is based on the subjective order over theories deﬁned by (5), corresponding to the
complexity function induced by C(t)via (3)?
To simplify the discussion, let us restrict attention to a set of data-generating pro-
cesses DC
ε ⊂ Dε with the property that for any d d  ∈ DC
ε , the average log-likelihood ra-
tio l(d  hn) converges with probability 1, when the data-generating process is d.I fw e
did not do this,  α could fall prey to instability of the type presented in Example 4,a n d
wouldhavetobesupplementedbythetypeofstabilitycriterionpresentedinSection 4.3
to be effective. Doing so would be straightforward, but would clutter the argument.
Proposition 8. Let D ⊂ DC
ε be countable. Then
lim
α→0
 (d  α) = 1−ε 
13For example, the Akaike information criterion (Akaike 1974)i sg i v e nb y
log(L(t))−2k 
where L(t) isthelikelihoodfunctionoftheory t and k isthenumberofparametersusedinmodel t. Related
toKolmogorov’scomplexitymeasure(Kolmogorov1965,1998,Chaitin1966,Solomonoff1964),theminimal
message length criterion (Rissanen 1978, Wallace and Boulton 1968) suggests
log(L(t))−MDL(t) 
where the MDL(t) is the minimum description length of theory t.( S e ea l s oWallace (2005) and Wallace and
Dowe (1999).)
14In so doing, we move close to criteria such as the Schwarz information criterion (also known as the
Bayesian information criterion (Schwarz 1978)), which retains the additive trade-off, but uses a complexity
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For a ﬁxed α, the criterion L(t) − αC(t) restricts attention to a ﬁnite subset of DC
ε
as possible maximizers of L(t) − αC(t), since a theory that is too complex can never
amass a likelihood value large enough to exceed the value L(t) − αC(t) attained by the
simplest theory. Among this ﬁnite set, no theory can consistently achieve a likelihood
above 1−ε.I fα is too large, this ﬁnite set will exclude the data-generating process itself,
and all of the eligible theories may well fall short of likelihood 1 −ε. Smaller values of α
do not exclude the data-generating process a priori, but may still lead to the selection of
a simpler theory and an attendant likelihood loss. As α gets arbitrarily small, we can be
assured that the data-generating process is encompassed in the set of eligible theories
andthatverylittlelikelihoodissacriﬁcedintheinterestsofsimplicity,leadingtoapayoff
approaching 1−ε.
Notice, however, that  (d  0) =  (d  L), and hence  (d  0) equals 1/2 (given
Assumptions 2 and 4(iii)). In addition, we cannot say a priori how small α must be to
ensure that  (d  α) is close to 1 − ε. We thus need to make α arbitrarily close to zero,
without actually equalling zero. This is just what our lexicographic criterion does. We
can accordingly view the lexicographic criterion as the limiting case of the smooth cri-
teria that are offered in the literature.
5. Discussion
This section explores several aspects of our model and results. To keep the discussion
simple, we present formal results in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 for the case of a deterministic
data-generating process.
5.1 Countability
We have assumed that the set of data-generating processes D is countable. The count-
abilityof Dmayseemquiterestrictive. Indeed,moststatisticalmodelsallowcontinuous
parameters and thereby seemingly refer to uncountable families of processes. However,
our inclination is to be persuaded by Church’s thesis—if the agent can make a partic-
ular set of predictions, then there must be a Turing machine generating these predic-
tions (Hopcraft and Ullman 1979, Chapter 7), and hence the set of conceivable data-
generating processes can reasonably be taken to be countable.15
But this limitation on the agent’s cognitive abilities need not be shared by the set of
possible data-generating processes. To make this distinction, let D be the set of possi-
ble data-generating processes, and let T be the set of theories of which the agent can
15Alternatively, one may arrive at countability via a more lenient model, in which a Turing machine (or,
equivalently, a Pascal program) can also perform algebraic operations on arbitrary real-valued variables,
where the actual computations of these operations are performed by an “oracle” that is not part of the
machine’s computation. A stricter interpretation of computability, which does not resort to oracles, would
restrict attention to statistical models in which all parameters are computable numbers. A number x ∈ R is
computable if there exists a Turing machine M that, given the description of any rational ε>0,p e r f o r m sa
computation that halts and writes a number M(ε)∈ Q such that |M(ε)− x| <ε . All rational numbers are
computable, but so is any irrational number that can be described by a well deﬁned algorithm, including
algebraic irrational numbers (such as
√
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conceive. We may then have a set D that is an (uncountable) superset of T.H o wd o e s
the agent fare then? Worse still, what if the data-generating process is malevolent, us-
ing a (noncomputable) strategy that predicts the agent’s (computable) predictions to
then generate unpredicted observations? To investigate this possibility, we retain the
assumption that T ⊂ D0 is countable, but allow D ⊂ D0 t ob eas u p e r s e to fT.
The standard way for the agent to protect himself against a malevolent data-
generating process is to randomize. Speciﬁcally, for a discriminating subjective order
 S and for ε>0, let the relation  LS ε be deﬁned by augmenting  LS with a “safety
net.” If the average payoff at history hn is lower than 0 5 − ε/logn,t h e n 
LS ε
hn = T × T;
otherwise,  
LS ε
hn =  LS
hn .
Proposition 9. Let T ⊂ D0 be countable. Let Assumption 2 hold and let T satisfy As-
sumptions 1(i) and (iii) (while allowing D ⊂ D0 to be a superset of T). Then  LS ε weakly
dominates  L for every discriminating subjective relation  S,w i t h LS ε performing
strictly better for data-generating processes d ∈ T.
We can think of the relation  LS ε as mimicking the relation  LS as long as “all goes
well.” All goes well and the use of the discriminating subjective order  S then ensures a
payoff approaching unity whenever the data-generating process is drawn from T.T h i s
is also the case for many data-generating processes drawn from outside the set T.T h e
signal that things are not going well is an average payoff that dips below 1/2.I n t h i s
event, the agent resorts to randomizing equally over predicting 0 and predicting 1. This
ensures a payoff of 1/2, which is at least as large as that garnered by the likelihood rela-
tion. The agent thus effectively learns when learning is possible and otherwise does not
do worse than if no subjective considerations entered the prediction process.
5.2 Computability
We have justiﬁed the assumption that the set of conceivable theories is countable by
appealing to computability arguments in the form of an assumption that the agent can




ing machines that halt after every input h ∈ H.
In contrast, we now allow the agent to consider the set DT
0 of all Turing machines,
even those that do not always halt. It is a relatively easy task for the agent to enumerate
all Turing machines, but it is not an easy task to check which of them do indeed deﬁne a
data-generating process.16 A model that respects the agents’ computability constraints
must then allow the set T to include pseudo-theories: all machines that can be written
in a certain language (and therefore appear to deﬁne a data-generating process), even
if they may not halt for all histories. Clearly, this additional freedom cannot help the
agent: if, at a given history h, the agent chooses a machine that does not halt for that
16One could simulate the computation of any given machine given input h, but there is no way to distin-
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history, she will never be able to make a prediction (in which case we take her payoff
to be 0). However, “helping” the agent by assuming that T ⊂ DH
0 is unreasonable, as it
is tantamount to magically endowing the agent with the ability to solve the celebrated
halting problem.17
We also restrict the agent to relations   that are computable in the sense that for
every h ∈ H, the choice made by the relation  h from the set Bh ⊂ DT
0 could itself be
implemented by a Turing machine that inevitably halts. This restriction is a binding
constraint for some data-generating processes.
Proposition 10. For every computable relation   ⊂ DT
0 × DT
0 , there exists a data-
generating process d ∈ DH
0 such that  (d  ) ≤ 0 5.
Proposition 10 imposes a bound on what can be guaranteed by a computable strat-
egy in the sense that any such strategy must fare no better than chance against some
data-generating processes. The proof consists of observing that if the agent’s strategy
is computable, then one may always construct a malevolent strategy d that mimics the
agent’s computation and chooses an observation that refutes it.
The malevolent strategy d used to prove Proposition 10 is quite far from most sta-
tistical models. In particular, it is counterintuitive to imagine the world simulating the
agent’s reasoning, not to mention refuting the resulting belief period after period. Does
a more neutral model of the data-generating process allow a possibility result? One way
to obtain a more realistic set of data-generating processes is to limit their computations.
Speciﬁcally, let DB
0 be the set of data-generating processes that are implementable by
Turing machines that halt within a bounded number of steps. That is, for d ∈ DB
0 ,t h e r e
exists a Turing machine M(d) and an integer K(d) such that, for every history hn and
attendant prediction yn, the computation of M(d) on hn halts within K(d) steps, pro-
ducing yn.
The agent is restricted to have a (discriminating) subjective orderthat is represented
by a computable function C :DT
0 → N,s ot h a t
C(t)≤ C(t ) ⇐⇒ t  S t  
Thus, because C is computable, the agent can compute  S.
The following result adapts subjective-based rankings to the computable setup.
Proposition 11. For every computable subjective order  S⊂ DT
0 × DT
0 , there exists a
computable relation   with each  h ⊂ DT
0 ×DT
0 such that
(i)  (d  ) = 1 for every d ∈ DB
0
and
17Formally speaking, the objects of choice for the agent are not theories but descriptions thereof. A rig-
oroustreatmentofthisproblemcallsforthedeﬁnitionofaformallanguageandofameanstodescribepro-
grams inthatlanguage. Somedescriptionsgiveriseto welldeﬁnedtheories(i.e., thathaltfor everyhistory),
whereas others do not. In such a model, every theory has inﬁnitely many equivalent descriptions. Thus,
the function that maps descriptions to theories is not deﬁned for all descriptions and is not one-to-one.208 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
(ii) for every d d  ∈ DB
0 , there exists N such that, for every n ≥ N and every h ∈ Hn for
which L(d h) = L(d  h),
d  S
h d  ⇒ d  h d  
Proposition 11 ensures the existence of a computable strategy that yields optimal
payoffs, as well as its asymptotic agreement with the (strict part of) the given subjective
ordering  S over DT
0 .18 The relation   cannot follow  LS p r e c i s e l y ,b u ti td o e ss of o r
long enough histories. In other words, it is possible that for a short history, the relation
  does not reﬂect the subjective ranking  S, but in the long run, any two theories that
are equally accurate are ranked according to  S.
Observe that most deterministic statistical models encountered in the social sci-
ences are in DB
0 . The deterministic version of models such as linear regression and non-
linear regression, as well as many models in machine learning, can be described by an
algorithmic rule whose computation time does not depend on the input. A notable ex-
ception is time series in economics, where the model describes the dependence of yn on
{yi}i<n, and thus the length of the computation increases with the length of history, n.
5.3 Simplicity
There are many sources of subjective biases that distinguish among theories. We are
especially intrigued by the possibility that a preference for simplicity may play a role in
subjective evaluations. A preference for simplicity is among the most universal criteria
fortheoryselection—peopletendtoprefersimplerexplanationsandsimplertheoriesto
more complex ones.19
The notion of simplicity raises several fundamental questions: What does it mean
to say that “theory t is simpler than theory t ?” To what extent can such an ordering be
viewed as objective? Where does the ordering come from in the ﬁrst place? These ques-
tions are the subject of an immense literature (e.g., Sober 1975). Importantly, ever since
Goodman (1954) presented the “grue–bleen” paradox, it has been evident that the no-
tion of simplicity is language-dependent and that it eludes obvious deﬁnition. Indeed,
Kolmogorov’s operationalization of the notion of simplicity (Kolmogorov 1965, Chaitin
1966) clariﬁes that using different languages as primitives can lead to different simplic-
ityorderings (thoughtherearesomelimitationsonthedivergenceofdifferentorderings
if the relevant languages can be translated into each other (see Solomonoff 1964)). We
hope that the framework provided in this paper can be used to investigate the role of
simplicity in inductive inference.
18In a context focusing on computability, it would be natural to think of d  S d  if the Kolmogorov com-
plexityof d is lowerthanthatof d , i.e., if d hasashorterminimaldescriptionlengththan d . Thisstillleaves
some freedom in deﬁning  S. For instance, one may choose a description in a given programming lan-
guage, such as Pascal, as opposed to Turing machines, and one may take the description of constant values
into account in the measurement of the description length or decide to ignore them, and so on.
19This preferencefor simplicity has beenchampioned on normativegrounds (most famously by William
of Occam (see Russell 2004)) and has long been offered as a descriptive model of human reasoning (e.g.,
Wittgenstein 1922).Theoretical Economics 7 (2012) Subjectivity in inductive inference 209
Appendix:P roofs
Proof of Proposition 1. Assumption 1(iii) ensures that, for every history hn,t h e r e
are theories t ∈ D consistent with hn, that is, theories satisfying L(t hn) = 1.C o n s i d e r




={ d | L(d h) = 1} 
For any ﬁnite continuation of hn, there is a theory t ∈ B
L
h
that is consistent with this
continuation. In particular, this is true for the history hn+1 generated from hn and yn = 0
(coupledwithxn+1)aswellasforthehistory h 
n+1 generatedfromhn andyn = 1 (coupled
with xn+1). Assumption 2 then ensures that the order  L is equally likely to select a
theory predicting yn = 0 as it is to select a theory predicting yn = 1. Thus, the probability
of making a correct prediction is 1/2, and hence π(d hn tn) = 0 5, regardless of the true
process d. This establishes
 (d  L
h) = 0 5   
Proof of Proposition 2.F i xd ∈ D. Since  S is discriminating, there are ﬁnitely
many theories in S(d) ≡{ t ∈ D | t  S d}, i.e., that are ranked ahead of or are indiffer-
ent to d b yt h es u b j e c t i v eo r d e r S. Choose some t ∈ S(d), and suppose that t and d
are not observationally equivalent, meaning that they do not generate identical out-
comes ((x0 y0)     (xn yn)    ).T h e n a t s o m e p e r i o d n,t h e o r yt is refuted, i.e., the
data-generatingprocessproducesahistoryhn = ((x0 y0)     (xn−1 yn−1) xn)forwhich
L(t hn) = 0 and hence d  LS
h t. Applying this argument to the ﬁnitely many theories in
S(d), there must exist a ﬁnite time n  by which either theory d is chosen by  LS
hn  or some
element t ∈ S(d) is chosen by  LS
hn  that is observationally equivalent to d.T h e r e a f t e r ,
π(d tn hn) = 1 holds. This yields  (d  LS) = 1. We conclude that for every relation  S
derived from a discriminating subjective order  S and for every data-generating pro-
cess d, the limit payoff under  LS is 1, while it is only 0 5 under  L.H e n c e , LS strictly
dominates  L.  
Proof of Proposition 3. Consider an agent characterized by  LI and a data-
generating process d.I f (d  LI)<1, it must be that inﬁnitely often, π(d tj hj) = 0.
Hence, the agent inﬁnitely often chooses a new theory but never chooses d.B yAssump-
tion 3, the probability that the agent chooses a new theory n times without choosing d
is at most (1−λ(d))n. Since limn→∞(1−λ(d))n = 0, the probability that  (d  LI)<1 is
zero, and hence the expected value of  (d  LI) is unity.  
Proof of Proposition 6. Fix a data-generating process d. Assume that γ satisﬁes
θ(γ) = θ(1 − ε) − δ for δ>0.F o r a n y η>0,t h e r ee x i s t sk such that, with probability
1−η at least, for all n ≥ k,
l(d hn)>[(1−ε)log(1−ε)+εlogε]−δ = θ(1−ε)−δ = θ(γ) 210 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
Thus, from period k on, it is likely that the correct theory d is among the γ-maximizers
of l(· hn).I fd is the maximizer of  LS γk used for prediction, a payoff of (1−ε) is guar-
anteed. We wish to show that if another theory is used for prediction, it cannot be much
worse than d itself.
Let us condition on the probability 1 − η event that for every n>k , l(d hn)>θ ( γ) .
If a theory t  = d is used for prediction at period n ≥ k, then it must be the case that (i) t
is a γ-best ﬁt for all periods j = k     nand (ii) t  S d. Hence, for each period n>k ,
there are only a ﬁnite number of theories that satisfy conditions (i) and (ii), of which
the highest ranked by the subjective order is chosen. Moreover, the set of such theories
is decreasing in n (since a theory whose likelihood ratio drops below γ is subsequently
disqualiﬁed). Eventually, a period n  is reached such that some theory t (possibly d)
that satisﬁes (i) and (ii) is used in all subsequent periods. Let n>n   and let α be the
proportion of times, up to n,t h a tt made the correct prediction. Then, since t is a γ-best
ﬁt at n,w eh a v e

































Intuitively, the payoff obtained by predicting according to t cannot be much lower than
(1−ε). Taking into account the probability of convergence by time k,w eg e t
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which converges to (1 − η)(1 − ε) as δ   0. Finally, increasing k results in decreasing η
to any desired degree, and the result follows.  
Proof of Proposition 7. The basic idea is to have the agent simulate the choices of
theoriesthatcorrespondto LS γk fordifferentvaluesofγ andofk. Forvaluesofγ larger
than 1−ε, the agent ﬁnds that the maximizers of  LS γk keep changing, indicating that
γ is too high. For values of γ that are lower than 1−ε, the agent ﬁnds many theories that
get selected asymptotically, an indication that γ might be too low. By reﬁning the search
for γ, while simultaneously gathering more observations, the reasoner approaches 1−ε
and makes predictions according to the correct theory.
We make these ideas precise in the form of a reasoning algorithm that is simple, but







    r = 0 1     2n
 
 
Given n,d e ﬁ n ek =  n/2 .F o re a c hγ ∈  n and for each m = k     n, the reasoner ﬁnds
all the maximizers of  
LS γk
hm (to make this an algorithm, we need to assume that an
oracle can perform this task). Denote the set of maximizers for each γ by M(m k γ).




M(m k γ) 
Thus, M∗(n γ)containspreciselythosetheoriesthathavebeenamongthe“γ-best”the-
ories for the past n/2 periods.
If M∗(n γ) = ∅ for all γ ∈  n,d e ﬁ n e S∗
hn = D×D. In this case, all theories are equiv-
alent in terms of  S∗
hn, and the reasoner’s choice is arbitrary.
If, however, M∗(n γ)  = ∅ for some γ ∈  n,l e tγn be the maximal such value in  n
and deﬁne
t  S∗




t ∈ M∗(n γn) and t  / ∈ M∗(n γn)
or t t  ∈ M∗(n γn) and t  S t 
or t t  / ∈ M∗(n γn) 
That is, the  S-most-preferredtheories in M∗(n γn) a r ec o n s i d e r e dt ob et h e“ b e s t ”t h e -
ories and one of them will be used for prediction.
To see that the deﬁnition of  S∗ satisﬁes the desired properties, observe that, by the
proof of Proposition 6,i fγ>1 − ε, M∗(n γ) = ∅ for large n.F o rγ<1 − ε, d ∈ M∗(n γ)
for large n.A s n →∞ , the minimal γ for which M∗(n γ)  = ∅ converges to 1 − ε,a n d
d is among the maximizers of  S∗. We then repeat the argument of Proposition 6,b y
which any theory t  = d such that t ∈ M∗(n γ) obtains a payoff that converges to (1 − ε)
as γ   1−ε.  
Proof of Proposition 8. Fix a complexity function C(t),av a l u eα>0, and a data-
generating process d∗.L e tˆ d ∈ argmind∈DC
ε C(d). Then no theory d for which θ(1) −
αC(d) < θ(ε) − αC( ˆ d) is ever be chosen by the relation  α, no matter what the history.212 Gilboa and Samuelson Theoretical Economics 7 (2012)
The agent’s choice of theory in each period thus is drawn from the ﬁnite set DC
ε (α) ≡
{d ∈ DC
ε | θ(1)−αC(d) < θ(ε)−αC( ˆ d)}.
For sufﬁciently small α, the data-generating process d∗ is contained in DC
ε (α).I n
addition, with probability 1, the limit limn→∞l(d hn) exists for all d ∈ DC
ε (α). Since this
set is ﬁnite, with probability 1, the agent’s choice of theory becomes constant across





But since d∗ ∈ DC
ε (α) for small α, the agent’s payoff is bounded below by
lim
n→∞
l(d hn)−αC(d) = θ(1−ε)−αC(d∗) 
Taking α to zero then gives the result.  
ProofofProposition9. TherelationT ×T guaranteesarandomchoice(byAssump-
tion 1(iii)), and hence this relation ensures an expected payoff of 0 5 at each period in
which it is played. Thus, if  LS ε = T × T for a long enough period, the average payoff
converges to 0 5 with probability 1. Moreover, it does so at a rate proportional to n−1/2.
It follows that, with probability 1, the sustained application of relation T × T leads to
ap e r i o dn at which the average payoff surpasses the threshold 0 5 − ε/logn,a tw h i c h
point  LS ε switches to  LS.
Suppose d ∈ T. Since  LS ε =  LS inﬁnitely often,  LS ε eventually selects d or a
theory equivalent to d. Predictions subsequently are perfect, ensuring that  LS ε does
not revert to T ×T and that  (d  LS ε) = 1.
If d/ ∈ T, the lowest the average payoff at history hn can drop without ensuring
 LS ε = T × T is 0 5 − ε/logn − 1/n (obtained by coupling a history of length n − 1 in
which the payoff is precisely 0 5 − ε/log(n − 1) with one more incorrect observation).
Hence  (d  LS ε) ≥ 0 5. Combining the two, we thus ﬁnd that  (d  LS ε) ≥  (d  L)
for all d ∈ D, with strict equality for every d ∈ T.  
Proof of Proposition 10.L e t   be computable. Then there is a Turing machine τ
that implements   by, for any history h, computing a maximizer of   from the set DH.
Let d simulate the machine τ for any history h, ﬁnding the maximizer th that the agent
willuseforprediction, andthengeneratingprediction 1 if th(h) ≤ 0 5 and 0 if th(h) > 0 5.
A deterministic t results in a payoff of 0. Themaximalpayofffortheagent ateachperiod
is 0 5, obtained by the random prediction th(h) = 0 5.  
Proof of Proposition 11. The basic idea is to construct the relation   by combining
the underlying subjective order  S with the time complexity of the machine.
Let DT
0 ={ t1 t2    } be the class of all Turing machines, including those that always
halt and those that do not halt for certain inputs h ∈ H. There is no difﬁculty in writing a
machine that generates DT
0 , or, equivalently, that can accept i ≥ 1 as an input and, after
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Assume we are given a history h and we wish to select a theory that has high likeli-
hood and that halts for h. When considering a machine t, we thus need to determine
whether it ﬁts the data, namely whether L(t hn) = 1 (taking L(t hn) = 0 if the machine
fails to halt for any preﬁx of hn), and we need to compute its prediction for yn,o rt(hn),
takingintoaccountthepossibilitythatitmaynothaltwhenmakingthisprediction. That
is, we need to know the result of n + 1 computations of ti (one to verify that the theory
ﬁts the observation generated in each of the preceding n periods and one to generate
the current prediction), each of which may not halt.
Let C :D → N be a computable complexity function for the underlying subjective
order  S,s ot h a t
C(t)≤ C(t ) ⇐⇒ t  S t  
Deﬁnec:D×H → N∪{∞}tobethelengthofcomputation,thatis,c(t h)∈{ 1 2     ∞}
isthenumberofstepsthatt takestocomputewherehisitsinput. Nextdeﬁneafunction
C∗:D×H → R+ ∪{∞}by






where t ∈ D, h ∈ Hn,a n dhj is the jth preﬁx of h. Using this function, we deﬁne our
candidate relation over theories:
t  ht ⇐⇒
 
L(t  h)>L(t h)
or [L(t  h)= L(t h) and C∗(t  h)≤ C∗(t h)] 
We argue that it is a computable task to ﬁnd a maximizer of  h from among those
machines that halt on history h and that this maximizer has likelihood 1. First observe
that for every h there exists a machine t such that L(t hn) = 1 and C∗(t hn)<∞.T os e e
this, it sufﬁces to consider a machine t that generates history hn irrespective of the data.
For any history longer than n, the machine can generate 0. This takes a computation
time c(t h)= O(n). By construction, t ∈ DB
0 . Since this machine appears somewhere in
the enumeration corresponding to  S,w eh a v eC(t)<∞ and hence C∗(t h) < ∞.
Given C∗(t h), there are ﬁnitely many machines t  with C(t ) ≤ C∗(t h),a n d ,t h e r e -
fore, only ﬁnitely many machines that can beat t according to  . Each of these has
to be simulated only a bounded number of steps, C∗(t h), to see if, indeed, it gives
L(t  hn) = 1 and a lower value for C∗(t  h).
Note that for all d ∈ DB







n2nK(d) → 0 
hence,
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Now consider d d  ∈ DB
0 with d  S d  and hence C(d)≤ C(d ). Then for all sufﬁciently
large n, C∗(d hn)<C ∗(d  hn), and hence L(d hn) = L(d  hn) ⇒ d  h d .T h i s e s t a b -
lishes 11(ii).
We now turn to 11(i), namely that  (  d)= 1 for every d ∈ DB
0 .F o rt  hd to hold,
we must have L(t  h)= 1 and C(t ) ≤ C(d). An argument analogous to that of the proof
of Proposition 2 e n s u r e st h a ta ts o m ep o i n t ,d or a theory equivalent to it is found, and
from that point on only such theories (predicting d(h) for every h) can be maximizers
of  . Hence the agent makes perfect predictions and obtains  (  d)= 1.  
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